Introduction and Motivation
Alternative versions of this topic might be, "do secondary particles retain some 'memory' of the direction of the primary parent particles?" Of course they do in the beam fragmentation (large Feynman-x) regions as studied in Fixed Target The definition of Forward and Backward is usually pretty intuitive. Forward particles are those where the produced quarks (anti-quarks) or charge follows the direction of the beam particles with similar quarks, anti-quarks, or charge. The proton direction (y > 0) is forward for t-quarks (and jets), b-quarks (and jets or decay particles), or baryons (Λ 0 b and Λ 0 s ) for these studies), while the antiproton direction (y < 0) is forward for t-quarks (and jets), b-quarks (and jets or decay particles), or antibaryons. Forward B − mesons (bu) follow the proton direction, while forward B + (bu) mesons follow the antiproton direction. At the pp LHC, all baryons would be considered "forward" and antibaryons "backward" regardless of their rapidity. The forward-background asymmetries for the production of tt [2] [3] and W ± [4] have been extensively studied for pp collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron. Unlike the symmetric pp initial state at the LHC, the pp state has the beam valence quarks traveling in the initial p direction (y > 0) and the beam valence antiquarks traveling in the initial p direction (y < 0). Is this forward-backward asymmetry in the direction of motion of the initial state quark charges retained for the produced particles? Figure 1 : Graphs for pp production of bb pairs. For pp → tt pairs, theannihilation graphs dominate. Figure 1 shows the first order pp production graphs for the central, small | y |, region for gluon fusion (dominant for bb) andannihilation (dominant for tt). Neither of these first order graphs produce a forward-backward asymmetry. However, interference with the loop and initial and final state gluon radiation graphs can produce a significant forward-backward asymmetry. Recent measurements indicate that A F B (tt) ≈ + 13%, significantly different from zero. These experiments have motivated the calculation of the Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) and Next-to-Next-to-Leading Order (NNLO) processes to attain agreement with the observations. For bb production in the central region, the gluon fusion graph is dominant and the higher order interference terms are small, leading to an expectation that A F B (bb) would be small.
The Fermilab Tevatron is a good place to study A F B since the symmetry of the initial pp state has net charge C = 0 and net baryon number B = 0. The production cross sections for particles and antiparticles are expected to be related as σ(particle, y) = σ(particle, −y) compared to the LHC where the initial pp state has C = +2, B = +2, and σ(particle, y) = σ(particle, −y) and where σ(particle, y) is not necessarily equal to σ(particle, y). Thus the pp Tevatron allows complementary set of forward-backward comparisons with a complementary set of expected symmetries for the produced particles.
The D0 Detector [5]
The D0 experiment, illustrated in Figure 2 , is, at least to first order, forward backward symmetric with respect to rapidity ± y or pseudorapidity [1] ± η. Since the charged particle tracking is based on scintillating fibers and silicon strips whose performance is independent of the magnetic field direction, D0 regularly reverses the polarities of the tracking solenoid and muon toroid magnets which cancels many of the detector-related or detector-induced symmetries in the raw data.
The D0 results presented here are based on the full Tevatron Run II data set of 10.4 f b −1 integrated luminosity for pp collisions at √ s = 1.96 TeV.
Analysis for A F B
Prior Tevatron and LHC studies of the asymmetries for the tt and bb systems used jets tagged by the charge of the decay leptons, and used as their metric the difference in rapidities ∆y = y q−jet − y q−jet . In this analysis, D0 studies asymmetries for the single particle The Forward-Backward Asymmetry for the production of a particle at rapidity y is defined as
where σ F (y) (σ B (y)) is the differential cross section dσ F (y)/dy (dσ B (y)/dy)) for the Forward (Backward) production process. The asymmetry, as usually defined, is the difference divided by the sum for processes being compared.
We measure the A F B asymmetry simultaneously for the particle and antiparticle and y < 0 and y > 0 hemispheres and define
To assure no mixing of the forward and backward hemispheres due to reconstruction errors, particles with | y | < 0.1 or | η | < 0.1 are excluded from these sums. This assures that 99.9% of the B ± have the same sign of y or η of its parent quark. For reference, the distribution of (η b−quark − η B−meson ) has an r.m.s. width of 0.11 unit.
The range of these A F B measurements is 0.1 < | y | < 2 units of rapidity.
Charged B-mesons were reconstructed as B ± → J/ψK ± with subsequent decay J/ψ → µ + µ − . Since D0 does not have identification of hadronic particles, the charged decay product was assigned the mass of the kaon. The muons were each required to have transverse momentum p T (µ) > 1.5 GeV and p T (K) > 0.7 GeV. A Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) selection was used to help separate signal from background.
An unbinned likelihood distribution was used to fit the invariant mass distributions for the SU M = F orward + Backward and DIF F = F orward − Backward candidates including four contributions: 1) An exponential combinatorial background distribution; 2) A double Gaussian for the B ± → J/ψK ± state of interest; 3) A double Gaussian for incorrectly identified B ± → J/ψπ ± ; and 4) An arctangent threshold function for partially reconstructed B x → J/ψh ± X. For illustrative purposes, the Sum and Differences are plotted as binned distributions in Figure 3 . There are 89,000
is the number of events in red DIF F distribution, divided by the number of events in the red SU M distribution for B ± → J/ψK ± .
8/12/2015 Presenter | Presentation Title 1 In Figure 5 , the data were fitted with a binned maximum-likelihood method with a Gaussian signal plus a second-order Chebyshev polynomial background distribution, resulting in a total of 842 ± 48 Λ 
where The Λ 0 s particles were collected under three separate trigger conditions; 1) prescaled beam crossing or minimum bias triggers (these are called the inclusive Λ data set and consists of 2.3 Million events); 2) events with a Λ or Λ along with a J/ψ which decays to µ + µ − (0.7 Million events); and 3) and events with a Λ or Λ along with either a single µ + or µ − , regardless of the charge and particle/particle correlation between the µ ± and the Λ or Λ (53 Million events). The D0 primary two-muon trigger resulted in the very high statistics for the J/ψΛ sample. We have not fully understood the correlations between the charge of the single µ ± and the Λ or the Λ, so we cannot yet describe the full physics import of the single µΛ events.
The plain, old time Λ Figure 9 . Again, since D0 has no particle identification for baryons, the particle with the higher momentum in the V 0 decay is assigned the proton mass. The Λ candidates were required to have 2 < p T (Λ) < 25 GeV. D0 has not submitted the Λ and Λ analyses for publication, so these A F B (Λ) results must be considered preliminary. For the inclusive Λ and Λ sample, in Figure 9 , A F B (| y |) increases with increasing | y | and is statistically significantly greater than zero for 1 < | y |. A F B (| y |) for the J/ψΛ and for the µΛ data sample also has similar behavior in Figure 10 . Similarly, when plotted as a function of the rapidity loss relative to the beam proton or antiproton ∆y = y beam − y Λ , the comparison of Λ 0 s and Λ 0 s production at the pp Tevatron and for the pp LHC [16, 17, 18] , for the pp ISR [19, 20] , and also for the p − Be and p − P b Fixed Target [21] 
exhibit very similar behavior in Figure 11 , which would hint at a common universal function linking the central production region near y = 0 which is dominated by hard production of quark-antiquark and particle-antiparticle pairs and the forward beam fragmentation regions at high Feynman-x = p particle /p beam . . In this analysis, D0 assigned the B − as particle and the B + as particle. 
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